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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1964-1974 Body Plug Set (Standard) These plugs are used to seal off bolts under your vehicle and
prevent dirt from entering. Each set contains the correct size and
style plugs in plastic and rubber for the floor pans, trunk fl oor and
trunk floor extensions.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

DDICMN1800 63.82

1967-1972 Basic Weatherstrip Kit (Hardtop) Basic Kit, for 2-Door Hardtop with Vent Window. Door (LM 23-C)
Roof Rail (RR 4001-B) Trunk (TK 64-A/18), Seals.

DDMMRKB400511
5

459.66

1967-1972 Mopar Splash Shield Sets Premium quality correct reproduction splash shield sets for
various 1964-74 models. Manufactured to look and fit like the
originals, these masticated rubber splash shield sets include the
pieces to restore your vehicle. Stainless mounting clips are
included with all sets. Made in USA.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

DDICMA822089A 100.78

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1967-1974 Body Plug Set (Super) These plugs seal off bolts under your vehicle and prevent dirt
from entering. These kits are similar to the standard set, but
includes much more. Each set includes galvanized steel body
plugs (E-Body only), sun visor tips, auto trans firewall plug,
4-speed firewall rod boot, door plug kit, steel/rubber shock plugs
(E-Body only), firewall drain door (B & E-Body only), and the
miscellaneous plugs included in the standard set.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

DDICMN1808 159.58

1967-1974 Mopar Restoration Gasket Sets Premium quality reproduction restoration gasket sets for various
1966-74 models. These gaskets are manufactured to original
specifications for proper fit and appearance.The following is a
detailed list of gaskets, set contents:Steering Column (A/B/E
Body)Accelerator Pedal (B-Body)Master Cylinder (A/B/E
Body)Master Cylinder Plates (E-Body)4 Speed Bracket to
Firewall (E-Body)Heater Box to Firewall (B-Body)Heater Core
Tubes (A/B/E Body)Heater Motor to Firewall (A/B/E Body)Heater
Motor to Adapter Plate (A-Body)Wheel Cylinders (A/B/E
Body)Differential to Housing 8-3/4 (A/B/E Body)Differential to
Housing Dana (B/E Body)Fuel Pipe to Quarter Panel (A/B/E
Body)Console Linkage to Floor (A/B/E Body)Wiper Motor to
Firewall (A/B/E Body)Wiper Trans. to Lower Cowl (A/B/E
Body)Wiper Trans. to Upper Cowl (A/B Body)Front Spindle
(A/B/E Body)Trunk Vent Plate (E Body)Fuel Tank Pad (A/B/E
Body)
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

DDICMA1857 134.38

1967-1974 Rubber Bumper Set (Dart) Factory-style replacement complete rubber bumper sets for
various 1967-74 Dodge & Plymouth A-body models. Each
complete set includes the door bumpers, hood side bumpers,
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DDICMA9819 50.38



hood adjust bumpers, ashtray bumpers, glove box bumpers,
trunk bumpers, fuel door bumpers, rear cowl bumpers and
license plate bumpers.Note: Contents and quantity may vary by
model and application.Applications:1967-74 Dart1967-69
Barracuda1967-70 Valiant1970 Duster

1967-1976 Firewall Gasket Set These replacement firewall gasket sets are manufactured to
original specifications for a proper fit and appearance. Each set
comes with a variety of firewall gaskets including the wiper motor,
bulkhead connector, wiper pivot, steering column, master
cylinder, and more. Made in the USA
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

DDICMA820214 52.06

1967-1976 Paint Gasket Sets Replacement paint gasket sets for various 1967-76 Dodge and
Plymouth models. These are the most correct and complete paint
gasket sets available on the market. Manufactured from OEM
style material and laser cut for a proper fit.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

DDICMA820190 117.58

1970-1972 Basic Weatherstrip Kit (Dart/Demon) Basic Kit, for 2-Door Hardtop (Fastback). Door (LM 23-C) Roof
Rail (RR 4005) Trunk (TK 2324), Seals.

DDMMRKB400511
1

483.81

1971 Rubber Bumper Set (Dart/Demon) Factory-style replacement complete rubber bumper sets for
various 1971 Dodge & Plymouth A-body models. Each complete
set includes the door bumpers, hood side bumpers, hood adjust
bumpers, ashtray bumpers, glove box bumpers, trunk bumpers,
fuel door bumpers, rear cowl bumpers and license plate
bumpers.

DDICMA9820 55.42

1972-1974 Mopar A-Body Rubber Bumper Set Complete rubber bumper set for 1972-74 Mopar A-body vehicles.
Sets include: door bumpers, hood side bumpers, hood adjust
bumpers, ashtray bumpers, glove box bumpers, trunk bumpers,
fuel door bumpers, rear cowl bumpers, and license plate
bumpers.

DDICMA9821 55.42

1973-1976 Basic Weatherstrip Kit Basic Kit, for 2-Door Hardtop (Fastback). Door (LM 23-C) Roof
Rail (RR 4005) Trunk (TK 2324), Seals.

DDMMRKB400511
3

528.43

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Dart/Demon parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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